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Nixon budget asks domestic cutbacks
WASHINGTON (APi • President
Nixon demanded death for dozens of
federal spending programs yesterday
I'e called on Congress for a rigid 1974
budget ceiling of $268 7 billion, and cautioned thai greater spending would
mean
high taxes, higher interest
rates, renewed inflation, or all three
"I oppose these alternatives; with a
firm rein on spending, none of them is
necessary." Nixon said in his fiscal
1974 budget message
The document lived up to advance
billing as an ax job on many social,
health, housing, education, and antipoverty programs of his Democratic
predecessors, programs Nixon said had
failed after a fair trial
DESPITE the domestic cutbacks,
the budget called for $81 1 billion of
military outlays, the biggest defense
budget in history even with the peace
agreement in Vietnam
It provided no funds for reconstruction of South Vietnam
Nixon called his budget a turning
point in national policy though still

written in the familiar red ink- a $24.8
billion deficit this year and a $12.7 billion deficit in fiscal 1974.
Bui the President pointed to 113 program cutbacks and terminations,
worth $6 5 billion in savings in this fiscal year alone, and told the lawmakers:
"The 1974 budget is the clear evidence of the kind of change in direction
demanded by the great majority of the
American people "No longer will
power flow inexorably to Washington "
The figures-some of them leaked in
advance by Nixon himself-were
FOR FISCAL 1173: Outlays $249.8
billion, receipts $225 billion. For fiscal
1974: Outlavs $268 7 billion, receipts
$256 billion
Nixon invited an intensified power
struggle with the Democratic-controlled Congress not only on spending
but on two other old battle fronts.
I'e urged the bundling of 70 federal
aid programs into four broad special
revenue-sharing programs for the
states and cities, with less federal con-

trol. And he repeated his call for a
drastic governmental reorganization
which Congress has resisted for two
years.
"A thorough overhaul of the federal
bureaucracy is long overdue, and I am
determined to accomplish it." the
President said
NIXON PROPOSED no new
spending programs. Yet the 1974 budget will bring an $18 9-billion increase
in spending over the year that ends
June 30. largely because of military
pay and price increases and what
Nixon called "uncontrollable items"-including a $1 9 billion increase in interest costs on the climbing federal
debt
The Office of Economic Opportunity
• OKU i. centerpiece agency of the late
President Lyndon B Johnson's "war
on poverty." wasordered liquidated
Nixon scuttled his own proposal for
welfare reform, the plan, embracing
family-assistance payments was not
mentioned Nixon has pressed it on
Congress without success for four
vears.

The President also announced that
the 18-mor.th freeze on approvals of
subsidized low-income rental and sale
housing will be broadened to apply to
seven other housing programs-urban
renewal, model cities, water and sewer
grants, rehabilitation loans for rundown housing, neighborhood-facilities
grants, public-facilities loans and open-

The University Women's Caucus
filed a complaint last week with Dr.
Michael Ferrari, acting provost, concerning the procedure women faculty
and staff members must follow to
prove discrimination in salary or rank
According to the Women's Caucus,
the University is not permitting enough
time for women to gather necessary
evidence to prove that discrimination
exists.
It also said that proof of discrimination should not rest with the
individual, but with the University
AT PRESENT, a woman faculty or
staff member who believes she is

shown
inequitable treatment in
regard to salary or rank" must file an
intention to discuss the matter with her
department chairman by Feb. 1.
If the department chairman agrees
that discrimination exists, a report
must be sent to the college dean by
Feb 15 and then to Dr. Ferrari
If a department chairman believes
sex discrimination is not present, the
woman must present her case to an ad
hoc panel of five faculty members who
will make the final decision.
Dr. Ferrari said women granted an
increase in salary will receive their
additional money as soon as funds are
available The salary increases are to
be included in next year's University
budget

The Women's Caucus, disapproving
of the procedure, reported to Dr.
Ferrari. "It is not reasonable to expect
a person to appeal for redress of
inequities to those very persons
responsible for the discriminatory
inequities."

One member of the caucus said 12
women are filing complaints, although
the number has not yet been
confirmed
The caucus told Dr Ferrari that if

• To Congreit' help needed to
avort tax intreate, page fivo.

Cease-fire truce violated
SAIGON iAPI - I'undreds more
reported cease-fire violations and
casualties by the thousands threw the
Vietnam truce into bloody turbulence
yesterday, bringing swift I' S diplomatic intervention
A weeklong land-grabbing effort and
diplomatic bickering between the Com-

the University does not satisfactorily
deal with the discrimination problem,
women may re-channel their
complaints to the IS Department ol
Labor, the Department ol I'ealth. Education and Welfare, lI'EWi, and the
Federal
Office ol
Contract

Compliance
SOME DEPARTMENT chairmen
will actively discourage women from
taking action and women who are not
tenured may not have the courage to
file a complaint with the chairman, the
caucus reported

I'e added
But only by halting the unproductive programs here and now can we
assure ourselves of the money needed
to pursue those programs that will get
results

U.S. diplomats intervene

Discrimination proof protested
By Mary Wry
Staff Reporter

space grants
THE LONG list of programs to be
halted, revised or phased out includes
the "disappointments and failures
among the government's humanresources programs. Nixon said, they
were given 'the benelit ol oveiv
doubt" before the ax fell upon them

Dr Ferrari said he is drafting, a
reply which will be sent to the caucus
One formal charge of sex discrimination at the University was filed
with I'KW last November
Odessa Fellows, acting chief of the
I'EW regional office in Chicago, said
officials will "eventually" investigate
discriminatory practices at the
University although Bowling Green
has not been scheduled yet "

munist Vietnamese and the Saigon
government left large parts of the
countryside in chaos from the demilitarized zone to the Mekong Delta.
The attacks and counterattacks left
military positions of both sides in disorder and added to the already confused pattern of disputed holdings
The International Commission of
Control and Supervision, still in the
preliminary stages of organization,
stalled over haggling between the two
Vietnamese sides Lacking enforcement authority, it faced a monumental
task in restoring order
VICE PRESIDENT Spiro T Agnew
was due in Saigon this aflernnon on the
first leg of a seven-nation Asian tour
that also will take him to Cambodia.
Thailand, Laos, Singapore. Indonesia
and Malaysia Agnew's press secre
tary, J. Marsh Thompson, said the trip
is intended partly to assure the Asian
countries that "we're not abandoning
our friends "
U. S. Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker
was reported to have intervened for the
second successive day in trying to
solve a second diplomatic snag that
could prove embarrassing to Agnew
Nearly 150 additional North Vietnamese delegates, flown from Kami to

Saigon aboard two U S AirForceC130
transports to join the four-party military peace commission, imitated their
Viet Cong allies and refused to budge
from their planes
The delegates were parked at Tan
Son Nhut air base in front of U S base
operations, in the same area where Agnew's jet was scheduled to land
They will be there till morning,"
said an Air Force man. "The big man
is coming, and if they ain't gone by
then, we're going to tow them away or
taxi them away."
THERE WERE reports that the first
two meetings of the four-party Joint
Military Commission broke up in acrimonious disputes over the failure of at
least one of the two Communist delegations to present credentials
The U S and South Vietnamese demanded that they offer such documents But the Viet Cong claimed they
did not need them because they had
been invited to the meeting, it was
learned.
There were conflicting reports as to
whether the North Vietnamese also refused to offer credentials. The ceasefire agreement makes no mention of
credentials in its section on the military commissions.

Streets: target of improvement
By Jim Wiisermaa
Staff Reporter
A $1.4 million attack on street conditions from First Street to Napoleon
Road has been ordered by the Bowling
Green street commissioner's office
"Sometime in spring of 1974" is the
target date for blacktopping the streets
and installing permanent drainage systems, Street Commissioner Jack
Mowery said.
Mowery announced plans to tear out
the asphalt base of the streets this
spring and replace it with a stone base.
similar to that on High Street.

"THE STONE base will solve the
problem for this summer and winter
and it will also serve as a base for the
asphalt in '74!" Mowery said.
The streets being repaired are in
Ward 2 They include the numbered
streets, and parts of Elm. I'igh. Manville. South College. Kloppenstein and
Klotz Streets.
Mowery said his crews plan to begin
work on Fourth Street as soon as the
ground thaws.
"The problem is bad because the
streets were not taken care of in the
past. One good surface threatment last
fall would have avoided the whole pro-

blem with the chuck holes." he said
Mowery said water seeps into the
asphalt, and freezes, opening holes for
more water to run in and causing the
flooded conditions after each rainfall.
Ward 2 is the last area of Bowling
Green to be developed. Before the
massive boom in construction of apartment complexes, the section was
known as ' I'ogtown." an area of dirt
streets and shacks.
MOWERY SAID his office has received many complaints, which he
termed "very legitimate."
"People have been very receptive to

our explanation of why there is a
problem, he said
Street conditions are being studied
by the I. I1 Poggemeyer Engineering
Firm ol Bowling Green The $65,000 engineering cost is being paid by federal
revenue sharing funds
A drainage system for the streets is
being funded by capital improvement
funds from the city income tax
The city will pay 42 per cent of the
actual paving cost with the remaining
58 per cent to be assessed on a benefit
basis against the property owners.
The repairs will affect 16 streets
covering about four miles.
Jo.eph W Dorwol
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faculty senate
The Senate Executive Committee (SEC) decision to discharge
three Student Body Organization (SBO) officers from Faculty
Senate was reasonable.
Jeff Sherman, president; Chris McCracken, coordinator of
cultural affairs: and Steve Miller, coordinator of state and
community affairs were discharged because of absences from
three or more senate meetings during this academic year.
The officers may be able to successfully appeal the ruling on a
technicality: attendance clauses do not apply to ex-officio
members such as the SBO officers.
But the principle at stake is clear. When Faculty Senate
ratified a SEC recommendation to seat undergraduates in April,
1970, it was with the express purpose of opening "channels for
communication within the University and to give students
further experience in representational democracy."
With the non-attendance policy of the SBO officers, decisions
which may directly affect the student body are being made
without adequate student input.
Since the officers have an apparent lack of interest in Faculty
Senate proceedings, wc urge them to appoint other students who
will demonstrate an interest through faithful attendance.
The student body deserves nothing less.

draft

I

I
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The military draft officially ground to a halt last weekend. It
was about time
Men born in 195:t will be the first group of 19 year olds in three
years not to stake their lives on the lottery, and the first group in
24 years not to be subjected to compulsory military service.
For the first time in almost two generations men will no longer
face their high school and college graduations with the disturbing
thought of "Will they get me''" and "K'owcan I get out of it?"
The draft has not made very dramatic news for a long, long
time. People have assumed for months that Congress would not
renew the current draft law when it expires in June.
But there was a time when the draft was very big business-and
it trapped thousands of men.
In 1968, 299,000 men were drafted; 290,000 were called up in
1969. Many of them ended up in Vietnam; some of them didn't
come back.
Rather than submit to the draft, others fled to Canada or other
foreign countries, refused induction and went to jail, or spent
months battling with draft boards so they wouldn't have to battle
the Vietnamese in contradiction of their personal beliefs.
Some who submitted to the draft, later discovered the military
was asking too much of them and deserted. They're now
considered criminals
Although the Defense Department's announcement Saturday
has laid the most recent brand of conscription to rest--at least
until the next Vietnam-we ask that Congress move a few steps
further.
Today's young men have been spared the agony of choosing
between mandatory military service and flight to Canada.
But there are still hundreds of men exiled from this country or
sitting in federal prisons because they did make a difficult
decision and lived with it, in spite of the consequences.
If it is no longer necessary to force men into service, it is no
longer necessary to punish the men who honestly believed they
couldn't serve two or three years ago.
We ask that the end of the draft be accompanied with a general
amnesty for the men who believed it was more important to go to
jail than to fight in an uncalled for war.
Let's bring these men home. too.

let's hear from you
The BC; News welcome* all letters to Die editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than (our typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits or with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number anil may be mailed to the Kditor. CO The BG News. 106
University 1-all
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new look at old problem
Admissions decision! ere no longer
to reflect any blai on the basis of sex
Bowling Green State University
recently changed its admissions policy
to promote this new "equal
opportunity" situation to comply with
the 1972 Educational Amendmenta Act.
Students will be admitted to the
University on a first-qualified, firstaccepted basis
As a result of this amendment,
officials predict a freshman class at
BGSU next year in which the
constituency will be (S to 70 per cent
female. One male student here said
"Wow. think of the odds!'
I would have been apt to agree with
him if I hadn't realised what was
happening. Let's take a look at the
situation from the other side of the
window.
PROBLEMS ARE forecast, but
lightly discussed I foresee five. It has
already been mentioned that the
conversion of residence halls to
accomodate an increase in women
constitutes one problem.
BGSU s ability to reasonably
compete in fund-raising intercollegiate
sports would be in jeopardy; also a
factor in number of applications since
intercollegiate sports is an important
element in not only satisfying student
interests and developing school spirit, but also in advertising the school itself.
For instance, many high school
students have heard of Marquette
University in Milwaukee because of
their basketball team which has been
nationally ranked among the top teams
in the country for a number of years.
Would adequate counseling of
freshmen really satisfy the impending
problem of rapid decrease in the need
for enrollment in courses and fields of
study presently predominantly filled
by men?
ONE MIGHT be able to convince a
young female to be open-minded, and
to try something new and different, but
one wonders how many you can
convince, how many will sincerely
develop an interest, and finally, how
many school quarters, or even school
years it'll take before a general trend
toward
well-balanced grouping
tendencies evolves.
I don't think the general consensus of
the American public is to change or

even dissolve the family as an
institution, although some would argue
that with birth control and abortion
legalization, limitations are fewer.
However, I would still hold that this
amendment is going to help force an
eventual change in our society's family
institutions that is yet principally
unwanted.
I'd also argue that this movement
might cause psychological frustration
in the male, pressuring his inherent
socio-acqulred behavior patterns. Of
course, for those promoting these
changes, it won't be considered a
problem.
SINCE THE number of high school
males admitted to college will
decrease as a result of the new rule, if
and when the rule influences all
colleges throughout the country, the
number of male high school graduates
looking for jobs in unskilled and
manual labor will be astounding'
Unemployment figures will soar in
these job areas, in an environment that
is already critical with overflow
Females will still have the marriage
outlet as an escape from financial
responsibility and self-subsistence
In effect, the 1*72 Education
Amendments Act is an outright cause

of discrimination
against
the
American male.
Our constitution provides that, "with
each person's right to equal treatment
is attached a duty not to interfere with
equal rights of other persons." and
therefore.
I
question
the
constitutionality o[ this amendment
WHY DO HIGH school females
necessarily have higher graduating
gradepoint averages than male high
school graduates" Surely we cannol
assume that these grades are a
reflection of outstanding
female
intellectual superiority.
But obviously the high predicted
increase of female college students at
BGSU over and above the 50 per cent
ratio is an indication that admissions
officials actually believe this that is.
if they refuse to recognize the tact that
they're discriminating against the
American male.
There are two main reasons lor the
performance of the high school male in
the consideration of grades
I'e is more apt to be involved in
sports than the female, and is more apt
to have a part-time job than the female
simultaneous to the learning
experience

IT'S THE sociological development

and tradition in America for the male
to carry the burden of expenses in
dating. This is a major factor in the
general necessity of the male in high
school, to get a job
Dr.
Kenneth - Rothe. the new
University provost helped increase
black enrollment at the University of
Pennsylvania,
with the thinking,
when considering the application and
recruitment of black students, you
really can't look at their class rank, as
you can fur whiles."
In the same sense, perhaps the high
school male should be given a wider
sco|
I consideration than the femaje.
because of the arguments
aforementioned
It is clear that these provisons of
I.nines- in selection are not being
weighed, as is reflected in the
statistics
Author (;
Bjork writes.
The
ditticult problem with respect to the
definition ol freedom is not its
existence or desirability, but balancing
the freedom of another man from
hai mg the something done to him.

As Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes
once sygeiv observed, Freedom to
swing imes list

is limited by the

proximity of another man's jaw.'

IF THIS IS ANOTHER OF YOUR STUPID TRICKS .

oJ
Lerrerswhat do audiences want?
Since questions continue to arise as
to the circumstances behind last
Sunday's Seals and Crofts concert. I
wish to explain the situation again in
hopes that the misunderstandings
might be eliminated
I would begin by offering my
apologies to anyone who left the
concert with a feeling of
disappointment.
I
too was
disappointed
Your first contact with the events of
the evening probably began with a long
wait outside the doors to get into the
building. Our original plans were to
open the doors at 6 p.m.
However, the road manager for
Seals and Crofts stated that they would
not permit any audience to be present.
until they were completely through
with their sound check. A sound check
that was to have lasted a half hour
turned into an hour and 45 minute
ordeal
We (Cultural Boost) could have
opened the doors at 6 p.m. and avoided
stampedes that occurred. Had we done

this, the group would have refused to
perform, not because of any
contractual obligation on our part, but
due to the temperment of their
managers.

This is not meant to take anything
away from their musical competence,
which is quite obvious But they don't
yet have the rapport with the audience
that many entertainers have.

Speaking of managers. Seals and
Crofts had not one, but four, each with
a different perception of what should
be done. The result was the confusion
that you saw. both on and off stage.
Much of the confusion on stage can
be attributed to the sound company.
Hanley Sound Co., of Brighton. Massachusetts. We did not choose the sound
company: Seals and Crofts required
that we use their choice, otherwise
they would not perform.

TO SUM THINGS up. 1 would have to
ask what Bowling lireen audiences
want, recording artists or entertainers,
for sometimes there is I difference
Over 80 per cent of the people
surveyed by phone wanted Seals and
Crofts and the tickets were sold at a
rapid pace. If any students felt ripped
off for losing $2 50 or S3 50.1 felt just as
ripped off when I handed one of theit
managers a check for over $12,000

It you are dissatisfied and want to let
the act know how you feel. I suggest
thai you write as 1 am writing, to:
Day Management Companv
1258 North Highland

Suite 307
Hollywood. California SW038
I tn lorry thai things worked out the
tray the) did Sunday night In the
future, we al Cultural Boost will do our
best in alien iate any problems which
have come to our attention and to
provide the highest caliber of
entertainment which we can.

P.

THE RESULT WAS a massive
amount of equipment which failed to
work properly.
What about Seals and Crofts themselves; were they good performers''
Some acts sound good in a recording
studio, but don't make satisfactory live
appearances Personally. I feel that
Seals and Crofts are recording artists
rather than entertainers

good leaders needed

Chris McCracken
>rdinator. Cultural Boost
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The Orientation Board needs group'
leaders for the 1973 freshman'
orientation program. Interview sign-,
ups are being held now through-'
Thursday. Feb. 1, in room 405 of thtj
Student Services Building.
The actual interviews will bej
conducted next week. Feb. 5 through
Feb 8. from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Freshman orientation was revamped
last September The format was less
structured and more personal
WE TRIED TO show the freshmen
what Bowling Green was all about, and
have a good time while doing it.
Two of the events were notably
successful
The group interaction
meeting proved to be a lot of fun.
Also, the optional "Last Lecture
Series, given by faculty members.

had a much higher turnout than
anticipated.
More than ever before, the success
of freshman orientation is dependent
on the group leaders. Good student
leaders make the program work.
Leaders will be acquainted with the
orientation program in supervised
training sessions. These sessions will
give students the knowledge and
confidence they need to become
effective group leaders
Become a leader, an orientation
leader, and help next year's freshmen
become a part of Bowling Green. Sign
up today.
John Bowen
134 Rodgers
Charlotte Rush
235 Mercer Rd. Apt. 5-A
co-chairpeisons
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Rehabilitation period flexible

POW homecoming outlined
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DAYTON (APi - The
extent of hospital treatment
lor Vietnam POWs who will
be returning to WrightPaterson Air Force Base for
rehabilitation will depend on
how long the man has been
held captive, officials at the
Dayton area base said
yesterday
In outlining plans for
"Operation 1'omecoming.'
Lt. Col Nick Apple, defense
public affairs officer at the
base, said individualized
programs will be stressed.
Pe said the men, from
Ohio and at least five other
states, will first be given a
brief medical check They
will then meet their families
and go through intelligence
debriefings and medical processing
Any other
assistance the man may
require will be made available to him
EACH MAN'S stay in the
base hospital will be determined by how fast he can

Post cease-fire fighting
'not surprising'-Ziegler
WASHINGTON (API •
The Nixon administration
yesterday indicated it had
expected the flurry of
fighting in South Vietnam
that followed the signing of
the cease-fire.
Spokesmen focused on
efforts to make the complicated peace agreements
work
"We're not surprised.'
presidential press secretary
Ronald L Ziegler said in
Key Biscayne. Fla.. when
asked about reports of hundreds of initial cease-fire
violations across South Vietnam
Ziegler said he expects

"the peace deal to be scrupulously adhered to "
AT THE STATE Department, spokesman Charles
W Bray said: "Everything
is new. Solutions to
problems, if any. will have
to be worked out on the
ground "
Both spokesmen noted too
that the Vietnam and international groups assigned to
supervise the cease-fire are
beginning work.
Privately, high US officials said they had anticipated right along that the 7
p.m. EST Saturday ceasefire would not mean an im-

Rape reported;
suspect sought
A University student was reportedly raped last week as
she and a companion were walking along the Penn Central
railroad tracks
Bowling Green Police Chief Colburn W Schall said the
women were walking south from Wooster Street about 9
P m on Jan. 21 when they noticed a man walking in the
bushes beside them
Pe said they began to run toward Lehman Avenue but
were intercepted One of the women was then raped.
There have been no arrests in connection with the
incident, although Schall said a composite drawing of the
suspect is being made by the Ohio Bureau of Criminal
Investigation.
The suspect is described as heavily built, with long dark
hair and a moustache

mediate silencing of all weapons in the scattered battlefields throughout South Vietnam.
But they said initial reports indicate that only
small fighting actions are
taking place.
The officials indicated,
too, that they expect it will
lake somewhat longer than
the one or two days mentioned by William P. Sullivan for the post-truce violence to subside
Sullivan, top Southeast
Asia specialist who helped
negotiate the peace agreement, said in Paris Sunday
that "in the next day or two
we will certainly know how
seriously these problems
affect the cease-fire
THE OFFICIALS declined
to speculate on what Nixon
would do if the peace
arrangements threaten to
breakdown
At the same time, they did
voice concern over the possibility of offensives being
waged by North Vietnamese
forces in neighboring Cambodia and Laos, now that
they are freed from combat
in South Vietnam.
Efforts are under way for
cease-fires in both the adjoining Indochina countries
A North Vietnamese push
there now presumably would
be to increase the Com-

munist hold in advance of
local truce deals
U. S. strategists have been
holding up any specific offer
of reconstruction assistance
at this time. The lure of
postwar economic help is
one of Nixon's tools for prodding the Communists to live
up to the peace provisions

reorient to American
society The longer he has
been held, Apple said, the
longer his rehabilitation is
likely to be
The plans also call for
maximum freedom of movement for men who are able
to deal with the rest of
society.
The base hospital slaff has
only a rough idea of what to
expect in terms of organic
disease and physical injuries
but is ready to deal with
almost any problem, he
saTO

No new staff members are
expected to be added at the
425-bed medical center The
hospital, with 82 doctors. 24
dentists and 122 nurses on its
staff, is the Air Force's
second largest
They will be reunited with
their families at the
hospital, in private
Quarters have been made
available on the base for
familes desiring them
ONCE THE returnee and
his doctor feel that the man
is physically and mentally

ready, each man will have
the freedom of the hospital
base and the community
while being debriefed and
given a comprehensive
medical examination
IV will not have to live in
the hospital and will have
the choice of other base or
private housing while the reentry process goes on.
For a time, at least, he
will be free of many of the
constraints of military duty
Officials at Wright-Patter
son said thev do not know-

when they will start
receiving returnees, lney
have not received a list of
men who would be returning
to Wright-Patterson
MEN FROM Ohio.
Indiana. Kentucky. Welt
Virginia. Michigan and
Pennsylvania, however, are
expected to be processed at
the base Most of them will
be Air Force men. according
to authorities, but men from
other services are expected
to be processed at Wright
Patterson later

newsnoTes
First casualty
SAIGON (APi - A US helicopter
pilot, wounded while flying an aircraft reported to bear marks
intended to indicate its neutrality,
died yesterday. IV was the first
American killed in Vietnam since the
cease-fire went into effect Sunday
morning
The U.S. Command identified the
pilot as WO Anthony Dal Pozzo 21! .it
Santa Barbara. Calif
A second American aboard the helicopter suffered minor wounds
The incident occurred about V 45
a.m.. an hour and 45 minutes after
the Vietnam cease-fire formally went
into effect, the command reported.

U. S. secrets
LOS ANGELES i \r i Four secret
volumes of the Pentagon Papers,
opened fur public inspection yester
day for the first time, revealed that

in 1964 Ambassador IVnry Cabot
Lodge discouraged total annihilation" in Vietnam because "there will
be nobody left in North Vietnam on
whom to put pressure and might
bring the Chinese anil Russians into
the war
The meuage front Lodge to the

The Foreign Relations Committee
began hearings on 11 nominations for
ambassadorships and other high positions in the State Department, indicating early approval of Kenneth
Hush to be deputy secretary of State,
and John A Scali to be U. S.
ambassador to (he t'nited Nations,
with Cabinet tank

r s Secretary ol st.it.-. on May 15,
1964. discussed tactics to be used by
the United States during a time when
the Canadian government was acting
as a third party in negotiating with
1'anm tor the United States

Visiting royalty

Cabinet review
WASHINGTON (APi Senate action on President Nixon's second
term Cabinet changes advanced yesterday with confirmation of Elliot I.
Richardson to be Secretary of
Defense.
The Senate Labor Committee
approved the nomination of Peter K
Brennan. New York labor leader, to
be Secretary of Labor A Senate vote
was set for tomorrow

AMMAN. Jordan (APi - King
I'ussein and Queen Alia will visit the
United States next week
The Royal Palace announced
Sunday that the king is scheduled to
call on President Nixon at the White
1'ouse next Tuesday Pe also will
have talks with State Department and
Defense officials
It is generally believed here that
the king will raise the feasibility of
reactivating American diplomatic
efforts toward achieving a settlement
between the Arabs and Israel

56 prisoners absent from lists
By Robert A. Dobkla
AP Military Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) Fifty-six Americans known
to have been prisoners of
war in Southeast Asia remain unaccounted for by
North Vietnam, the Pentagon said yesterday.
Defense Department
spokesman Jerry W. Friedheim said an initial nameby-name analysis indicates
that there were "56 men
that we had previously
carried on our list of prisoners of war that are not on
either list" received from
the North Vietnamese
OFFICIALS SAID these
men were known to have
been alive in Communist prison camps at some point
during the war.

Two lists turned over to U.
S. officials in Paris Saturday
by the Communists identify
555 U. S. fighting men captured in North and South
Vietnam and 55 others who

died.
There also were no clues
to the whereabouts of 1.269
men listed as missing in
Southeast Asia, including
mare than 300 lost in Laos
during air strikes against
enemy supply routes.
"We don't have any- further information about them
at this point." Friedheim
told newmen. But he said a
list of the missing and captured in Laos was expected
shortly.
"We're continuing to seek
clarification on that through
diplomatic channels" in
Paris and also through the

four-power joint military
commission, he said.
THE COMMISSION-comprising the United States.
North and South Vietnam
and the Viet Cong-will
supervise the cease-fire
during the first 60 days until
the International Control
Commission takes over.
Friedheim said the Laos
list was expected despite the
continued U. S bombing of
Communist supply lines in
that country "We don't see
any connection there," he
replied when asked if the
bombing would jeopardize
the release of POWs and an
accounting of the missing.
Sen. Charles Percy (RIII.) said unless the Communists provide a full accounting of all Americans
there will be massive resis-

tance" in Congress to any
postwar reconstruction aid
to North Vietnam
IN OUTLINING terms of
the peace agreement, presidential advisor l.'enry Kissinger had said the issue of
economic aid would be discussed only after implementation of the agreement "is
well advanced "
The Defense Department
had carried 591 Americans
captive and 1,332 missing- a
total of 1.915.
IV said the total has now

been revised upward to
1.935-including 555 Americans awaiting release from
prison camps in North and
South Vietnam, 55 POWs
who died, 56 prisoners still
unaccounted for and 1.269
now carried as missing
Asked about the 10-man
difference. Friedheim said
he was unable to offer an
explanation yet.
I don't think you should
expect a perfect correlation
between our figures before
we had a list from the Communists and this figure. It's
never going to correlate perfectlv."

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.
1515 E. WOOSTER
NEW BUILDING COMPLETED

BOCK IS BACK

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMPLETELY FURNISHED

Get Your Bock Beer now at
MODEL SUITE

South Side Six
737 S. Main St.
352-4581

Open Weekdays & Sun.
9 A.M.-11 P.M.
Kri. & Sat. 9 A.M.-Midnight

CALL

352-7444

HOURS: 10-12

ML

NOW
LEASING

DOES YOUR VOLKSWAGEN
HAVE YOU DOWN?

TUESDAY NIGHT
The KEY
photographer
will be back

- FEB. 19-24
to take senior
portraits or retakes

Call 372-0086 for
an appointment

GET
3 LARGE COKES FREE

DOMINO'S
With the order of any
large pizza
For the best Pizzas
Delivered Hot, Fast and Free

Call 352-5221

WHEN IT IS TOO TOUGH FOR YOU
IT'S JUST RIGHT FOR US.

352-5518

any major or minor
VOLKSWAGEN REPAIR!

IMPORTS INN
IMPORTED CAR SPECIALISTS • FOREIGN REPAIR
13284 Bishop Rd., BG. turn left off ft Dili* Hwy.
Open Mon.-Fri. 10 a.nv8 P-nv, S»t 10 ».m.-5 p.m.
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Gilligan studying state 'bureaucracy'
By Robert E. Miller
Associated Press Writer

responsive to the people.'' Gilligan
said.

COLUMBUS I API - Ohio s governHen! has grown into a bureaucracy
hat spends more than (13 million a
ay. employs 53.335 more persons and
preads over more than 3.2 million
quart feet of space in 708 buildings
cattered around the state
1
It probably will get bigger
riinv John J. Gilligan is studying a
Dvernment reorganization plan thai
Br says can. at least, hold gruwlh in
ck
j'l'e hasn't made public many details,
the plan involves department
ohsolidations and belt-tightemngs designed to make government "more

TWO STATE departments have
merged and two have split apart under
(Jilligan. Urban Affairs and Development have been merged. Mental
l.'ealth and Corrections have been
sundered.
In addition. I'ighways became the
Department of Transportation, a
super-department
with
broadened
power The Environmental Protection
Agency, with cabinet status, was
created.
With all this, the state payroll grew
from 4H.3I6 in 1970 to 53.335 today.
Jay Tepper. Gilligan s executive
assistant, noted that the governor is

asking the legislature for authority to
reorganize the executive branch further. If the assembly agrees. Gilligan
could move by executive order to
consolidate or change departments. '
The bill would give each house of the
legislature veto over his plans by vbte
of a simple majority.
THE GOVERNOR wants to merge
the departments of finance, public
works, and personnel into a Department of Administrative Services. He
also has on the drawing board another
plan that would put the health and welfare departments into a Department ol
f.'uman Services.
Tepper said those changes may but

would not necessarily mean fewer
state employees
"We'll eliminate jobs when we can.
but the main thrust is being placed on
making the government more workable, more responsive to the people."
he said.
The governor's assistant acknowledged the increase in employment
during Gilligan's first two years of
office, but said, "We have expanded
services We now have an attendant in
every mental ward About 1.600 have
been added to the mental hospital
staffs
"WE CREATED the Environmental
Protection Agency, and that's another
300 or so."

Despite the size of the stale budget
Gilligan submitted to the legislature
Jan. 17. Tepper insists. "It's not a fat
budget. We're definitely cutting back,
but this doesn't necessarily mean we
will wind up with fewer employees. If
you open a new park, someone has to
run it. If you need more prison guards,
they have to be hired."
Tepper said the merger of publicworks, finance and personnel not only
will enable the new agency to absorb
duplicate functions, but also will permit officials to undertake management
studies to make other departments
more efficient
"We want to squeeze the bureaucracy out of government," he said
Ohio owns 282 buildings, including 32

on the campuses of the various state
universities. These contain 908.637
square feet of floor space. In addition,
it rents 428 others containing 2.333,169
square feet at a cost of 16 4 million a
year.
THE NEW STATE office building in
Columbus, a 44-story skyscraper scheduled for initial occupancy early next
year, will contain 1,019.555 square feet
State agencies moving into that structure will have to pay rent estimated at
18 a square foot until the 860 million in
construction bonds are paid off.
Even then, the slate will have to rent
about one million square feet. Some of
the agencies moving into the building
are being allotted more space than
they now have.

Technology study

Get more out of
life with
TopValue Stamps

offers alternatives
Growth of the technology
division of the industrial
education and technology
department from 14 to 100
students in the last four
years has lead to a study of
the department's organizational structure
A committee formed a
year ago indicated that a
more detailed study should
be made. However,
according to the provost's
office, there are no immediate plans for the second
study.
Alternatives for a new
form of organization within
the
present
University
structure would be forming
a new department, school or
college.
Further
study
would look into these
alternatives.
Dr. George E Scherff.
assistant
professor of
industrial education, said
the technology division is
"growing and dynamic " l'e
believes that because of this
growth,
industrial
technology could be combined
with other technical programs within the University
to ferm one large program.
Dr. Scherff said the tech
nology division was started

because of industrial
demands for practical
engineering.
Most engineering schools had turned
to the theoretical, he said,
and the University decided
to fill the gap
The University program is
a four-year, not a two-year
program, as in some of the
new technical schools.
"We don't want to
compete with the two-year
schools," said Dr. Scherff
"We want to work with
them As a matter of fact,
about half of our enrollment
comes from the two-year
schools."

Film festival
raises $200
Delta Upsilon fraternity
and Delta Zeta sorority
raised about $200 for the
Filling Memorial l'ome for
Retarded Children and
Adults through their 24-hour
film festival on Jan. 13.
The money will be used to
pad an exercise room so
residents of the home, near
Napoleon, can exercise
lately

DOMINOS
352-5221
William's

Purple Mushroom
offers
on Sale

21-795 ROBESON TEFLON POPCORN POPPER. Popper dome 4-ql. serving bowl. Teflon
coaled. 4 small serving bowls Included
1H books

21-143 REALTONEAM/FM POCKET RADIO
Features slide rule dialing; wrist strap; earphone and batteries. Large '." .■ round
speaker
4V1 books
21-647 ROSS MICRO POCKET RADIO Miniature transistor style Battery, earphone,
metal strap and key ring included 2H books

18-83 ALA-DINER OUTIIIG OR CAR KIT. Includes sturdy vinyl zippored case with carry
handles Totes 1-qt. regular vacuum bottle
with 2 nested cups; 1-qt. wide-mouth vacuum with protective shell for soup, food
SW books

a Large and
varied selection
HOURS
M-Thurs.

10-4
Fri.&Sat.

of rings &
Earrings

11-5:30

#.

^

904 E. Wooster - Next to TO's

1«-1 RENAISSANCE CHESS SET 32 pieces
of black and white chessmen. Weighted,
tailed Leatherette board
3 books

2-1 it ROYAL 1200 ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER
Full 88 character keyboard; dual electric
shift; wido carriage lor 12" paper; 3 automalic repeat keys; manual return; pre-set
tabulator Case. Pica or elite type. Direct
Ship
MH books

Pick up your
copy of the Top
Value Stamp
Catalog with
over 3200 gifts
to choose from.

14-843 JOHN NEWCOMBE COURT KING
TENNIS RACKET 7-ply bow; natural finish
ash trimmed in maroon, black and gold.
Leather
grip Mulli-lil nylon strung. Direct
ShipSV» books

Last Two Days
of
BIG SALE
KLEVERS JEWELERS
Save 10%-50%
on
Pierced Earrings
Save on Bracelets, Charms,
Pendants & Pins

125 N.
MAIN
1044 N. MAIN

New Hours
Daily 9:30-5:30
Fn. Till 9 P.M.
Sat. Till 5 P.M.

^jHEXrHV > TORT

Ph. 353-6691
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Watergate jury retires
to begin deliberations
WASHINGTON (AP) The Watergate trial, shorter
and less of a sensation than
Us advance billing, will go to
the jury today after lengthy
instructions from the trial
judge
The defense for the two
men on trial presented only
11 witnesses in an hour and
12 minutes before resting in
the early afternoon
The attorney for G
Gordon Liddy took 44 minutes in questioning seven
witnesses
Chief U S. Disl Judge
John J Sirica said his
instructions, to be delivered
in the morning, run 40 typewritten pages.

Reinforced
response
John Harsh, graduate
sludenl plat** an experimental whit* ral in
a Skinner Box. Th* box i»
designed to give a toward
(reinforcement),
such at food, to tho rat
whon it pushes a bar inside tho box in a certain
pattorn (response). If
th* axp*rim*nt succ**dt, th* rat will bocome conditioned to consistently respond with
tho desired behavior.

THE ATTORNEY for
Liddv's co-defendant. James
W McCord Jr.. called only
four witnesses, taking a
total of 28 minutes after the
government rested its case
Gerald Alch. McCord's
attorney said in his opening
argument three weeks ago
that McCord had "no evilmeaning mind - no evildoing hands "
Peter Maroulis. Liddy s
attorney, who reserved his
opening statements until
yesterday, said he would through his witnesses "establish a line of innocence in the chain of command."
Government witnesses
have testified. Maroulis
said. >hat Liddy was given
an intelligence gathering
function in the campaign but
the prosecution made it
appear that the guilt for illegal activities went no higher
than Liddy.
MCCORD. 53, was a onetime FBI radio specialist

Blind vendor-This is no life'
■

■

By D. Steve* Rutkus
Associated Press Writer
—'"•MLADELPr'IA lAPl "This is no life, man You
might as well be dead "
Walter McCormick listened
to the street and the
passersby I'e shook a cup of
coin> and now and then
uppi'd his cane against the
sidewalk
I'e used to be a laborer in
a textile factory But one
day. ten years ago. he was
blinded when a woman
threw lye at someone else
during an argument I'e had
been an innocent bystander
McCormick. 53, is
licensed by the city as a
vendor I'e sells pencils in a
cigar box Police say blind
vendors and their cousins,
the panhandlers, are a
vanishing breed Perhaps a

dozen remain
delphia

in

Phila-

SOME
WELFARE
officials view their
dwindling
numbers
approvingly as a sign that
pensions make begging
unnecessary and that
rehabilitation programs
have succeeded in training
the blind for work.
But others maintain that
for those with little education, jobs with decent
wages do not exist They are
concerned that about 50 per
cent of the nation's
estimated 440.000 blind
persons may be living in
poverty.
The largest share of these,
they say. are elderly.
I'owever. thousands of
young and middle-aged blind
persons who could work are

New course to include
politics, existentialism
A new course. "Contemporary Political Thought and Existential Thought, will be offered by the political science
department spring quarter.
Taught by Dr. William O Reichert. professor of political
science, the course will center on existential ideas as they
relate to politics
The course will be offered at 4 p.m. on Monday.
Wednesday and Thursday, and at 3 p.m. on Friday
It is one of several advanced, four-hour courses to be oflered by the department spring quarter
ROBERT W. HANSEN. instructor of political science.
Will teach Soviet Foreign Policy" from 3-5 p.m. on
Tuesday and 1-3 p m on Thursday
l)r Richard Muller. assistant professor of political
science will ..Her a seminar in democratic theory from 6-10
p m on Wednesday
Ur Gerald Rigbv department chairman, will teach
criminal law Irom •»-!« p m on Thursdays The course is
being otlered instead ol "institutional law.

COMING
SOON
Breakfast

on welfare or without
assistance, persons dor.
whom the nation's job
market has little use
MANY looking for work
end up in sheltered workshops for the blind such as
The Working Blind shop
"But the average blind
person is not a beggar. IV
wants to work, to be a
contributing human being "
The Philadelphia workshop is the "employer of last
resort" for the city's blind
who are without skills or
have secondary handicaps.
Among those at the workshops are blind amputees
and cerebral palsy and
multiple sclerosis victims.
ONE OF the 83 workshops
in 45 states, it produces
brooms, highway and floor
brushes, deck mops and
backpack harnesses.
Its workers receive one
dollar an hour. Some
workshops pay as little as 40
cents But. because of their
limitations, many workers
produce less than a dollar's
worth of work in an hour.
The shop is a losing
operation, with charitable
donations making up for
operating losses.
Less common are blind
workshops like the New
York City Lighthouse, whose
workers receive the state's
minimum hourly wage of
$1 85. medical insurance and
unemployment compensation if they are laid off.
Due to the special benefits, the workshop is "in
extreme difficulty."
according to Martin Straits,
its director.

BOTH STRAHS and
LaCrosse say the laws
should be changed to require
federal agencies to place
orders with the blind workshops first, then the prisons
"To the prisoner." says
Strahs. "his 30-cent-a-day
wage is cigarette money.
But to the blind worker in a
sheltered workshop, his
wage is his livelihood...he's
there because he can't work
anywhere else."
"A blind person should
contribute an eight-hour

► work day and receive a
minimum wage-that would
be the dignified way of doing
it." LaCrosse says.
A large number of the
working-age blind are idle
and existing solely on
pensions or other welfare,
often at the bare necessity
level.
"There are thousands
among the 44.000 we list as
severely disabled and
receiving public assistance
who are potentially employable." George Majors, of
the U.S. Office for the Blind
and Visually Handicapped,
says. "Their only disability
may be lack of education."
AT THE 'TOP rung,
according to the latest
federal figures, a blind
person in Alaska receives
$171 a month in pension;
California offers the next
highest pension, (159 a
month. South Carolina and
Mississippi pay the least. $67
a month.
The most vulnerable are
the elderly blind, who.
according to federal
officials, number more than
220,000, or half of the
country's blind population.
Younger blind people with
educations or vocational
training are finding
increasing job opportunities.
But many employers
remain prejudiced against
the blind, and finding a job
for a fully qualified blind
person often is not easy.
The system is often not
equitable.

- FEATURING Ctssv BreOed Steak, and
C-W»»

LYRIC AUTOMOTIVE
An Alternative
VW and Domestic Repairs

Special

455 S. Main St.

Something

352-7031

Different

THE WORKSHOPS' chief
customer is the federal
government. But federal
agencies are required by
law to order blind-made
goods only when comparable
goods are not available from
prison factories; consequently, purchase orders at
the blind workshops are
unpredictable
Several years ago. when
American troop involvement in Vietnam brought
heavy orders for brooms,
mops and parachute straps,
the Philadelphia workshop
hired about 125 people. Now
there are enough government orders to employ only
75.
"We had to lay off our
least qualified people."
LaCrosse says. I'e does not
know where they have gone
At the Lighthouse workshop in New York, workers
are not laid off when orders
are down; instead, each of
the 175 workers in the shop's
broom and mop factory
works fewer hours

Richard Kern & Lyle Yackee
Proprietors

Fell C*an* Family

c k&

12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Ope* T*e*. tin Sat
7:»-l
Saadays 7:» • 7:M

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

and for 21 years in the Central Intelligence Agency. I'e
was security director for the
Republican National Committee and the Committee
for the Re-election of the
President at the time two
wiretaps were placed in the
Democratic party headquarters in the Watergate
off ice building
McCord is charged in
eight counts with conspiracy
"to obtain and use informa-

tion illegally from the
offices and headquarters of
the Democratic National
Committee;" with burglary,
and with using bugging devices A conviction on all
eight counts could carry a
maximum 60 years in prison
and a fine of 160.000

and a White 1'ouse aide I'e
was legal counsel for the
Committee for the He,doc
lion of the President'.and
then for its finance arm at
the time of the alleged conspiracy"
Liddy is charged in six
counts with conspiracy) burglary, and illegal wiretapping, but not-as McGord-with possessing intercepting devices for picking
up oral and wire communications Conviction could
bring a maximum prison
sentence of 50 years and
fines up to $40,000
The other five original
defendants-E 1'oWard.l'unt
Jr.. A Bernard L Btt"
55, Eugemo R Martin*Kvl9
Frank A Sturgis. 37j§jnd
Virgiho R GonzaleaXS5
pleaded guilty at the
start and await sentenc
McCord. Barker,
tinez, Sturgis and God
were arrested ml
Democratic offices
Watergate complex ul
predawn darkness lastj
17

LIDDY. 42, also was in the
FBI. had practiced law, and
had been a top assistant in
the Treasury Department

Law course to view
non-business topics
"Perspectives in American Law." an experimental nonbusiness course, will be offered spring quarter
Dr. Lynn Ward, assistant professor of business law. will
teach the course. Business Administration 100, which will
center on social forces that give weight and substance to law
in America
The four-hour course will center on privacy, family law,
property rights, torts and criminal law It will be taught
from 2-3 p.m.. Monday-Thursday and is designed for students who have not had any business law courses
Interested students may contact Dr. Ward. 214 Business
Administration Bldg . or call 372-2379 for further details.

Congress' help neededj
to avert tax increase
• from page on*

"I will do everything in
my power to avert the need
for a tax increase, but 1 cannot do it alone. The cooperation of Congress in controlling total spending is
absolutely essential." Nixon
said.
With apparent intent to set
a cost-cutting example.
Nixon announced a shakeup
of his executive office under
which five of its agencies
will be abolished or moved
elsewhere and its staff will
be cut from the present 4,250
to 1.686 ill 1974
This was the budget's' impact on some major segments of government
DEFENSE
Nixon said the budget
"assures us of sufficient
strength to preserve our security and to continue as a
major force for peace."
even without relying on a
peacetime draft
The $81 1 -hi 11 urn budget
will permit continued
development of the Trident
sea-based ballistic-missile
system and the Bl advanced
manned strategis bomber,
and begin development of a
strategic submarinelaunched cruise missile.
SPACE
Instead of the expected
cuts, the space program won
a $74-milIiun increase in
funds for 1974. to a total of
13.133 billion. The reusable
space shuttle will get $475
million instead of the
present $200 million.
Skylab. a three-man
experimental space station,
also is being pushed for-

ward It will test man's
ability to live and work in
space for up to 56 days
HEALTH
The President invited a
tussle with Congress by calling for an end to federal
hospital construction under
the l.'ill-Burton program,
but his budget calls for an
over-all increase of 14 per
cent in outlays for health
programs.
A $91 million increase in
funds for cancer research
and (28 million more for
heart research-programs
favored by Nixon-ate It--1
quested. But other refctafth
programs of the national
Institutes of l.'ealth would be

decreased or held even. |«|
;■:

EDUCATION i
Nixon proposed a $1 Sfjjil
lion special revenue-shatyhg
program to combine a twin
ber of education programs
and called for a $1 3-b|[lfon
cutback in funds urnlcr
HIT .UV
."'«'
1965 Elementary and :
dary Education Act.
WELFARE !;:.
In tacitly conceding defeat
for Nixon's welfare-reform
plans, the budget • s*jvs
Washington instead willjifclp
states remove ineliBwes
from the welfare rolls J!
-Acutbackof $1 2bill|fttin
state-federal
public-Wlstance programs is anticipated.

"r

1

Foreigners to discuss!
family patterns, roles&
"Non-Western Family Seminars, sponsored by W
Office of International Programs, will be preseowl
tomorrow and Thursday in the Alumni Room. Union
,
i'usbands and wives from various foreign countries ]
discuss the family patterns of their culture, including coj
ship, mate selection, husband-wife relations and indiviij
roles of family members.
Wednesday's seminar will feature married couples la
Syria. Ceylon and China. Dr. Mostafa Nagi. associate |
fessor of sociology, will coordinate the discussion.
Couples from Nigeria. Nepal and India will speak du
Thursday's seminar to be coordinated by Dr Greer LOj
Fox. assistant professor of sociology
The seminars, which begin at 7.30 p.m.. are free and i
to the public.

DOMINOS
352-5221
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PERSONALS

Tuesday Jan X. 1973

Deadline
tor (acuity it
organization recommendations (or Mortar Board 11
extended to February I

Sociology liuk-iKi.nl Inleresl Group. 5pm. Perry Room
VnvM

Howling lireen School ol Sell Defense. 6 JM 30pm. 201
I'ayes Pall
Parshman Brumlield main lounge. 7pm. American youth
hostel speaker with two biking dims
BOSli KarateClub. 7pm. Forum. Student Services Bldg

BGSU Skating Club. Spm. Ice Arena
Women'a LaC'rosse Club. «-9pm. begmnera - B-lOpm.
advanced

SI 60 hr plus bonus. Parttime 9 8pm Work your own
hours (Han Mills Falcon
Plaza Motel
JOB OPPORTUNITY

Telephone 4 19 536 5966

EXIT No. 9
OFF 475

LARGE
WASP
30<
STADIUM
PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT
Anyone
interested
in
transferring
to the
University ol I'awan • phone
372-4J46

Active Christian Today. 7-«pm. Faculty Lounge. Union

Division ol COM Industrie. Inc.
•

M

CAMPUS CALKMMH

LOST
gold-laced
men's
Sieko watch at Seals 4i
Crofts concert Ph 2-4016

Toledo, Ohio 4361 3

1

4

-»i®»s- CL3SSIFIED -<*&*-

LOST AND FOUND

4543 Monroe Street
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38
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56
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62
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Al My time.
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Become" united.
IK3WN
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"friendly —,H
Droop.
Enorfi or Eve.
role.
Coin of India,
Clove.
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Zeta'. follower.
Way down.
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Not on time.
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BEOMASTER 3000-2 SPECIFICATIONS

into

— •h

■I

In addition, Varactor diodes covering full FM band
provide an easy method of pre-settting stations for six
push buttons. The Beomaster 3000-2 has inputs tor a
turntable, up to two tape decks and outputs for two sets
of speakers

branch

war

"•"•*

THE WIZARD OF ID

•

■ ■

Tuning is accomplished with tuning slide, center channel
tuning, and signal strength meter for smooth accurate
station selection.

'm«"ll

6

■:

Ceramic filters. Field Effect Transistors and integrated
circuits are utilized to prevent interference from adjacent signals and FM "images" while maintaining extreme sensitivity with compact, reliable circuitry.
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The joy of rain
Is the purity
Of its sound
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Principles of accounting
book & notebook lost at
Union bowling lanes Friday.
Badly needed 372- INI

PELP WANTED
Telephone

solicitors

l>73
Student
Job
Opportunity Booklet
For
Cape Cod and
Islands
Complete list of businesses
requiring
summer
employees
Send 13 lo
Student Job Opportunity
Booklet. R R . Box UC.
Orleans. Mass 0X5)

Piaanello's puza is BG s
largest selling pizza 3S26166 or 352 5169 lor tree
delivery
CUSTOM
WEDDING
RINGS
bv
PPILIP
MORTON al The Working
I'and Cralt Center 515
Conneaul 353 9932
61b dry cleaning < wearing
apparel
only 1
12 25
STADIUM
PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT

lavaliered The brothers ol
Delta Tau Delta
The brothers ol Phi Kjpp^
Tau
would
like
to
congratulate Jim Euwer and
Patty Crowin on their Phi
Tau. Alpha Gam lavalienng
Congratulations
FOR SALE

Congratulations Laura and
Jim
on
vour
Heine

Need tori M rmtei spr qlr
Inn Cl :l52-0»83
3-4 pers apt
sooner 362 7454

Spring

or

I F rmle needed spring
quarter (all 354 2464

Smith-Corona
elec
120
typewriter. 8 mos old. SM5

I'll .153*751

Need I M ruommale spring
qlr WimhropTer 352-5302

Craig B-track recorder and
player. 1M FM radio Best
oiler DennieJ52-5928

Need I female i 1 male 10
till apt al lampus Manor
352 7365

1970
12x60 - 2 bdi m turn
mobil home
Must sell.
leaving area $5600 Ph 352
7739

Available lall St summer
leases Close to campus
Phone 3521973 353-9863

67 Ford van. newly rehned
brakes, new carb. battery
water pump, body good,
needs painl $960 or best
otter 363-1613
1965 Dodge van $500

Call

Bonnie 372-2294 mornings
Rosez are red. BG is blue
The best Valentine gift is a
portrait of vou Portraits
Unlimited 352-9227

quarter
Apt
close
to
campus. $53 month, call 3S26364

FOR RENT
1 F. rm needed now 4i spring
qlr On 2nd SI Call 352-7165
I 1m roommate needed sor

Vm LEASING lor Sept
delux 4-man apis
Near
campus
1 Some special
leases still available) Ph.
354-9111 or 352-8161 Jam-12
noon anv dav

WAYNE APARTMENTS
352-5657 352-3595
IMPORTS
INN-Imported
Car Specialist - foreign
repair 13264 Bishop Kd B.G.
Tun left oil N. Dixie I'wy
Open Mon-Fn
lOam-Opm
Sat lOam-Snm

Tuatdoy, January 30, 1973, Tha ftO N-w./faaa 7

May not include all

Ohio POW list released
WASHINGTON. DC
(AP) - The following names
are POWs with relatives or
family living in Ohio. The
names are both official and
unofficial. They were compiled from lists supplied by
the Pentagon, the North
Vietnamese, and the Liaison
With Families of Servicemen Detained in Vietnam.
The names of all Ohio
POWs may not be included

here since the Pentagon list
did not have addresses.
Baird. S Sgt. BUI A..
Army. Apple Creek, Ohio
Baugh. Maj. William J .
Air Force. Piqua.
BEEKMAN, Capt. Will
D . Air Force, Toledo, Hanoi
broadcast recorded message
June 30.1971.
Breckner. Lt. Col. William
J. Jr.. Air Force. Columbus.

Criminal justice course
to be offered in spring
"Administration of Criminal Justice, a new course
centering on the problems and operations of police and the
courts, will be offered spring quarter.
The course will be taught by Dr Donald Simmons,
chairman of the business law department and former Wood
County prosecutor, and Dr Charles McCaghy. associate
professor of sociology
The course will deal with pre-senlencing procedures and
will include such topics as "The Police, the Courts and
You."
Listed as Arts and Sciences 300. the four-hour course will
have no pre-requisites. Classes are scheduled for Monday
and Wednesday from 7-9 p.m.

not named in previous lists.
Campbell, Capt. Burton
W. Air Force. Amherst.
Chapman. Lt. Col. Harlan
P., Marines. Fremont,
Calif . and Elyria. Ohio.
Flynn. Col. John P.. Air
Force, previously listed as
only from Ohio.
Fulton. Capt. Richard J .
Air Force, Ohio native, captured June 1. 1972. family in
Mesa. Arizona, one of seven
POWs to talk to U S antiwar group in Hanoi September 1971
LEWB. Capt Keith H .
Air Force, not on previous
lists
Kan. Paul Anthony. Spencer. Ohio.
Kern. Lt. Col. Richard P..
Akron. Ohio and Tampa,
Fla.
Lockhart. Capt. Hayden
J.. Air Force, Alexandria,
La., and Springfield. Ohio,
captured March 1985.
Lurie. Lt Col Alan P., Air
Force. University Heights,
Ohio, and Apple Creek,
Calif, captured 1966

Mechenbier. Capt Edward. Dayton.
Moe. Capt. Thomas N..
Air Force, Columbus
NIX, Maj Cowan Glen.
Air Force. Warrensville
Heights. Ohio, captured 1966
Smith. Lt t'mdr . Bradley
E , Navy. Eagle Lake. Fla..
and Lake Melton. Ohio.
Eideman. LI Robert E .
Navy. Lakewood. Fla .
Rocky River. Ohio, and Lemoore. Calif . captured Mav
1972

Graduation
Candidates for March
graduation are reminded to
order caps and gown at the
University bookstore.
Student Services Bldg. No
cash is needed when
measurements are taken.
Graduation announcements will be on sale about
two
weeks
before
commencement in the bookstore

Preparing
'■*
r

1

PtOWc

&
Returning POWs wM be racarvad at tha U.S.A.*. Madicoi Cantar Wrifht PottOfMn MM
P*"^*0" *" Word 1 North. A nurse is praporing o room far tha raleosad

Blacks-reverse migration ?
By William L. Chair
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA. Ga. (AP) Once it was a one-way flight-millions of blacks leaving
the South for the North.
Now a reverse migration
seems to be under way with
numbers of blacks, mostly
the
better-educated,
returning to a changing
South
It is only a trickle thus far,
and no solid figures are
available, but civil rights
leaders and other observers-both black and white-agree
there is a return movement
"I think the number is probably small yet." said
James Clyburn. a black
advisor to South Carolina
Gov John C. West "The
action is more important
right now than the number.
f Iiri/liic
COt

* va9abond ca> »«pl°'«« an abandoned wooden barn as a
limitless playground for curious investigation! and feline
adventures

JOHN LEWIS, head of the
Atlanta-based Voter Education Project, said that as he
travels through the North "I
find a fantastic interest in

returning to the South,"
mostly among young college
educated blacks.
Black people are coming
back because of the significant changes in the social,
economic and political climate of the region." said
Lewis, former head of the
Student
Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee
In the political field more
than 1.000 blacks have been
elected to public office in
the South since 1966.
including a black congressman in Atlanta and state
legislators.
In the economic sphere,
I industrial expansion has

created many new jobs in
the region since 1960--17S.000
in Georgia alone. This has
opened up a great many
employment opportunities to
blacks
GOVERNMENT work has
absorbed some of the
reluming blacks. The personnel department of the
State of South Carolina was
integrated by Leroy Mosely.
a South Carolinian who went
to Connecticut in the late
1960s because he couldn't
find a job in his home state.
The U. S Census Bureau
says the reverse migration
has been mainly among the

middle and upper classes
and has not involved the
thousands of poor and uneducated blacks who pouted out
of the South each year,
spilling into Northern cities.
In each of the last three
decades. 1.5 million blacks
have left
"We've noticed a return
among people in the sociology field with a good sprinkling of lawyers and doctors." said a bureau spokesman I'e said the trend had
been spotted by census canvassers but no figures were
available to document it.
ONE OF THE best-known

CENTRE

returnees was James jl.i
Meredith. 40. of Jackson.!
Miss . whose integration of!
the University of Mississippi!
in 1962 spawned bloody riots.•
After graduation. Mere^
dith spent six years in New;
York, returning to Mississij
ppi in 1971. He was motii
vated in large part by in*
desire to enter politics. J.'p
lost a primary race for tha
IS Senate this year.
Meredith and others
emphasized that they don t
seek to portray the Squth"
today as a racial Utopia, qnly
as a more livable place!lot;
blacks than it once was. .

SUPER
MARKET

201 S. MAIN ST. ACROSS FROM 1st NATIONAL
PRICES GOOD UNTIL FEB. 3,1973

Methods meeting slated
An information and registration meeting of students
wishing to participate in the
Methods
Experience
Project during spring
quarter will be held Monday.
Feb I, at 8 p.m. in US
Education Bldg
The project is an optional
program in which juniors
and seniors in elementary
education receive credit in
five methods courses. While
enrolled in these courses,
students
have
the
opportunity to observe and
participate in an elementary
school classroom, said Dr.
Darrel W Fyffe, program
advisor.
Four professors work with
the staff and students in
each school in a supervisory
or consultative role. They
visit the schools and meet

with University
each week

students

PARTICIPATING schools

include those in Toledo.
Bowling Green and Sylvania. Transportation is
furnished for students

Workshop to explore
vocational interests
A workshop focusing on educational and career choices
will begin Thursday. Feb. 1.
Dr. James Guinan o! the Counseling Center and Dr.
Dwight Kalita. assistant professor of English, will direct
the workshop, which is aimed at exploring career interests
and aptitudes
Psychological and vocational testing will be part of the
workshops.
The sessions, to be held from 7-9 p.m. on Feb. 1.8 and IS.
are free and open to any student. It is recommended that a
student attend all three sessions, although he may attend
any session he chooses.
Persons wishing to participate should sign up in advance
by calling the Counseling Center, 372-2081

assigned to schools outside
Bowling Green
A $25 fee is charged to
cover part of the expenses.
At the meeting Monday,
the organization, student
selection procedure, classroom
assignments,
registration and operation of
the project will be
discussed.
Students who wish to take
part in the program must
attend the meeting or
contact Dr. Fyffe. 126 Life
Science Bldg., 372-2734.
before the meeting.
Names of selected participants will be posted in Dr.
Fyffe's office on Feb 7
Students no longer interested in the project should
contact Dr. Fyffe's office to
have their names removed
from the mailing list.

STADIUM - VU

Now Name

Now Food

OPEN 7 DAYS - SUNDAY thru THURSDAY 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY 11 a.m. -1 p.m.

TUESDAY SPECIAL
Fish & Chips - English style batter dipped
Fish and French Fries All you can eat

$

ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL STADIUM

1.29

BOSTON BONNIE
Frozen Onion Rings

49c

Banquet Frozen
Buffet Suppers

99<

Banquet Beef
Banquet Chicken
Banquet Turkey

Pot Pies
$

6 „r l
Rhodes Frozen
White Bread Dough

2 ,, 27c

^CLIP& SAVE.§»{£?
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Incident mars Saturday game
••■

OSU hockey comeback earns split

By Fred R OrtHfj, Sp.ni Editor
V.
Bowling Green-Ohio Stale hockey
gunes ire looking leu like hockey and
more like a means to vent each others'
haired
That was the case last weekend when
lb* Falcons. 1-16 overall. 3-7 CCHA.
edged the Buckeyes. M, Friday at the
Ice Arena and then lost M Saturday at
the OSU Ice Rink. The Bucks are now
14-5 overall and 5-3 OTA
The traditional BG-OSU rivalry aoted (or its fierce-style of hockey in
the last three seasons-possibly
reached the pinnacle for ferociousness
last weekend
THE TWO TEAMS were whistled for
St penalties for 140 minutes in the
■tries as they jousted each other all
over the ice-as well as off.
Saturday's game was marred by an
Incident in the penalty box when OSU's
Mark Pieper allegedly- spit in Paul

Hughes' face, provoking Hughes to a
fight
The penalty box for both teams at the
OSU Ice Rink consists simply of several folding chairs located between the
scorer's table and the visitor's bench
There was no penalty box judge
HUGHES AND PIEPER were given
elbowing and charging minors, respectively, at 10:36 of the second period and
took their seats beside each other in
the box Twelve seconds later chairs
and fists were flying.
"We" turned to me and said. 'I'm
gonna kill you when I get out there.' "
Hughes said.
Ohio State coach Gerry Walford had
his doubts.

"I just don't believe he (PieperI
would do that.'' he said. ■■He's one of
the most mild-mannered guys on the
team.'"
Officials Harold Bierry and Brian
(i Hi i,in intervened for the next 20 min-

utes before deciding on the punishment.
THE REFS CHANGED their minds
three times before they decided to give
Hughes a double minor for roughing
and Pieper a minor for roughing. Originally, they gave Hughes a major for
fighting (an automatic game disqualification I and Pieper nothing, since
Hughes did most of the punching.
Then they meted out a pair of
fighting majors Then they gave
Hughes a fighting major and Pieper a
minor for roughing before settling on
the double minor for Hughes and the
minor for Pieper.
Neither coach was very pleased with
the officiating.
Walford called it 'atrocious'' for the
second straight night BG's Jack Vivian was plainly frustrated after the
Falcons controlled the tempo of the
game for almost two and one-half
periods before the Buckeyes charged
back from a 4-2 deficit.
"THAT'S NOT FUN to play or
coach." Vivian said. "... I hate to talk
like that because it sounds like I'm
making excuses, but geez.

They (Ohio State) were offside by
four or five feet on their (fourth) goal
(that tied the game midway through
the third period)." he said.
"I'm standing right on the line,
looking right at it happening. That's
why it's not fun to coach in a game like
that. Maybe this new league (next
year) will solve some problems. I don't
know."
OSU got its third and fourth goals
within seven seconds of each other to
tie the score at the 5:37 mark of the
third period.
Ray Meyer got a power play goal at
the midway mark that opened the goal
gates for the Buckeyes. OSU added
three goals in the final two minutes of
the game.
Pete Badour got two goals for the
Falcons while Bob Dobek and Gerry
Bradbury added the other two

Witherspoon. 6'2". a 200-pound
defenseman. suffered a shoulder
separation in the first period that will
keep him out of action at least a month.
Welsh, the senior right winger, was
involved in a fight with BG's Brian
Celentano in the second period. Both
players were given fighting majors
which disqualified them for the rest of

CCHA
Overall CCHA
W-L-T W-L Pis.
Lake Superior.... 15-5-0... 9-1... 26x
St.Loui
16-10-0-. 5-3 ...M
OhioSUte
14-5-1... 5-3 ...10
BOWLINGGRN. MM... 3-7 ...I
OhioU
M14 ...04 ..J>
x-includes four 4-point games

IN FRIDAY'S MATCH at the Ice
Arena. Gord McCosh slapped home the
winner on the power play with 1.20 left
in the game. That game marked
Bowling Green's third straight win.
The Buckeyes not only lost the game,
they also lost top defenseman Jim
Witherspoon and third leading scorer
Jerry Welsh.

Last Weekead
BOWLING GREEN M, Ohio State 4-8
Lake Superior M. Lakehead 5-1
Ohio U. 7-4. Lake Forest M. 2nd game
OT

Friday's game and all of Saturday's.
"ITS NOTHING like going after
your top gun." Watford said. "What did
they lose, anyway? A sixth defenseman?"
"I think it (the fight) was a better
than even trade." Vivian said. "We
even won the fight.''
Steve Ball's rebound goal from the
left side Friday broke a 1-1 first period
tie to put BG up. 2-1. after two frames.
Bob Watson got a pretty breakaway
goal 45 seconds into the third period to
make it 3-1 before Hugh Prentice ceuntered at 3:51 to make it 3-2.
Chuck Gyles lit the red light with a
shot from the point to make it 4-2. then
the Buckeyes came back. Prentice and
Pete Bartkiewicz tied the score with
solo goals at 10:03 and 13:50 of the third
period to set up McCosh's winner.
"There's nothing like having Ohio
State to pull you together." Vivian said
afterwards The feeling is there now
You can feel it.
"Those two wins against Ohio U.
(last weekend) and this one tonight
(Friday I-regardless of what happens
tomorrow (Saturday). we are back as a
hockey team "

OU cagers dump BG, 86-66

Lotsa luck(ett)' for 'Cats
By Kenny White
Assistant Sports Editor

Newsphete by Tern linden
Goaltendor Terry Miikolcii and defenseman Roger
Archer (3) try to keep the puck out of the net while
Steve Pankiw does what he can to put it in. The
white shirts were successful on this exchange. BG
won Friday, 5-4, but lost Saturday, 8-4.

The fans filed into Anderson Arena to
see probably the most celebrated
freshman eager in the history of the
Mid-American Conference.
The OU player who has been causing
more oohs and aahs since hot pants is a
ii'4 ' 185-pound native of Bridgeport.
Conn Walter Luckett. the all-time
New England area high school pointgetter, has been making more headlines than points for Ohio University
this year.
However. Luckett has found it tough
to fit into a major basketball program
as a freshman. He came into Falconland Saturday nursing a bad knee and
an anemic 9.9 scoring average.
THE BOBCATS, along with their
glamour boy, were finding the MAC

road a bit bumpy after losing three of
their first four encounters. OU was the
pre season pick to repeat for the
league crown.
But in a game of utmost importance
to the Bobcats. Luckett pumped home
22 points before 4,670 customers to help
OU to a 8646 victory over the lifeless
Falcons.
Luckett used a variety of jump shots
in the first half against the Falcons'
man-to-man defense and corralled 14
points.
He ran the Bobcat offense with
brilliance as Ohio eased to a 38-36 lead
at intermission
IN THAT FIRST half of action. BG
and Ohio played back-and-forth ball.
Neither team could build up a lead of
more than four points, with the score
tied 16 times.

Wrestlers get 1st win
>

By Jim Mangone

The Falcon wrestling team nailed its
first win of the season Saturday, as it
rolled past the Chippewas of Central
Michigan University. 20-13.
Wrestling at home for the first time
this season had a positive effect on the
Falcon squad Coach Bruce Bellard
said wrestling at Anderson Arena was
helpful because. You get more out of
your kids when you wrestle at home '
Before the start of the meet there
was total confusion as the wrestlers
and players from the just-completed
■basketball game, moved in and out of
•die lockerrooms
THE MEET began 20 minutes late,
dhly to be disrupted several times by
an erratic scoreboard clock
Kevin Dick iU8> evened his record
at 2-2. as he started the meet with a 8-5
decision. Tom Hall H34i posted an 8-0

»

victory for his first win of the season
Dennis O'Neil I150I remained the
only undefeated wrestler on the team
as he outpointed John Ruhlig of CMU.
11-6.

By Ed Hobtoa. Staff Writer
-Bowling Green's swim team moved
its win streak of four last weekend by
defeating Northern Illinois. 63-50.
Friday and Loyola of Chicago. 62-51.
Saturday
Friday's meet, which the Falcons <531 won by 13 points, was actually much
Closer than the score indicates.
;»:^The score was 56-50 in favor of BG
"forlor to the final relay. Since the final
event is worth seven points, a victory
for Northern Illinois would have meant
a one-point lead to win the match.
THE FALCONS, however, were able
to claim the final relay by four-tenths
of a second to win the meet
..'The 400-yard freestyle relay team
consisted of Joe Klebowski. Steve
Breithaupt. Jeff Deeren and Tom
Wolff, who covered the distance in
J-.I9.6
. 'Klebowski and Breithaupt also
;<nanaged one-two finishes in both
•print events
irKlebowski won the 50-yard Ireestyle
Mtb a time of 22 I and Breithaupt
■{Tabbed second in 22 5

In the 100-yard freestyle sprint,
Breithaupt and Klebowski swam neck
and neck, with Breithaupt getting
credit for the win in 49.8 and Klebowski
finishing one-tenth of a second behind
BG managed at least a second place
finish in every event except one.
Other victories for BG came in the
200-yard butterfly, with Ron Rinaldi
swimming the distance in 2:07.0. and in
the opening 400-yard medley relay,
with the team of Bill Bradburn. Roy
Wright. Rinaldi and Deeren winning by
a three-tenths of a second for a time of
3:486
The meet against Loyola went much
as expected for the Falcons
DAVE RYLAND and Jeff
McFarland finished one-two in the
I 000-yard freestyle.
Breithaupt won the 200-yard freestyle and Klebowski was again victorious in the 50
The 200-yard individual medley was
won by Wolff and Rinaldi took first in
the 200-yard butterfly
Wolff and Bradburn finished one-two
in the 200-yard backstroke and RoyWright won in the 200-yard breaststroke

THROUGH THAT 14-minute span,
the Falcons could manage only six
field goals out of 23 tries for 26 per
cent.
The OU hot streak proved to be the
BG downfall
With six minutes to go in the game.
Pat Haley went to his bench to find
someone who could spark the faltering
Falcon offensive.
After OU built up the 27-point lead,
all BG could muster was seven points
Although scoring only eight points in
the second half. Luckett's ability to
perform well in the other phases of the
game helped the Bobcats raise their
conference mark to 2-3. BG dropped
out of first place with a 3-2 ledger
"THE COACH wants me to get
things going."' the affable Luckett said
in the Bobcat dressing quarters
Not the kind of player who was hu'lt
up as being a glory hound. Luckett
looked upon his 22 points as just
another game. His highest offensive
output was 23 points against Loyola of
Chicago
"He's starting to move much better
now." OU coach Jim Synder said of
Luckett. who is just coming around
after pre-season knee surgery
"It seemed as though he got more

MIKE METTING WON his match 6-3
to even his season mark at 2-2
Dave Neiset also won his match by a
score of 12-2. Coach Bellard said it was
the best he had wrestled all year.
Both Steve Taylor (158) and Tom
Hall il'WTi drew with their opponents
Tom Barr I126I has been having
problems this season, and Saturday
lost his third match in as many starts
Dave Wolfe I190I lost his match as
didl.es Arko 1143).
Both Wolfe and Arko did not wrestle
last week at Toledo because they were
out with the flu. Bellard said Arko
wrestled hard all through the match,
and. il it had gone 30 seconds more, he
might have won

Swim streak reaches 4

It didn't take long for the Bobcats to
gain the lead in the second half as BG
was plagued again by a poor shooting
percentage.
Luckett. who was switched to the
point position in the second half, gave
up a number of shooting opportunities
by setting up his fellow teammates,
who shot the Falcons off the floor.
The Bobcats went on a scoring blitz
and connected on 17 of 23 attempts for
a blistering 73 per cent, building up a
74-57 margin over the cold-shooting
Falcons.

Mrwajtbete by Ten IMM
OU t Walter luckett, driving against BG's Ren
Weber in Saturday's game, led the Bobcats to an
86-66 win over the Falcons luckett, a heralded
freshman, had 22 points for the 'Cats.

Bill's Men's Wear of Fostoria I21-2I
completed a three-game series sweep
against the Bowling Green junior
varsity basketball team 13-4) with an
89-77 triumph Saturday at Anderson
Arena.
BG's John Arnold hit 15 of 24

Runners place high at Mich.
ANN ARBOR. Mich -Bowling
Green's indoor track team turned in
some impressive finishes in the Michigan Relays Saturday.
Helped by Lewis Maclins leap of 44"
9 V in the triple jump and Marv
Anderson's 6'2" leap in the high jump,
the Falcons brought home two second
places in the Seeded Division
In the Invitational Division. Bob
McOmber s 9 02 5 in the two-mile run
was the best for the Falcons this season and was good for second place.
Tracy Elliott took sixth with a time of
9:099.
THE TWO-MILE relay team finished

MAC
Overall
W-L
Miami
104
Toledo
U4
BOWLING GREEN ..74
OhioU.
104
KentState
6-10
Central Michigan
8-9
Western Michigan....5-10

MAC
W-L
4-1
4-2
J-2
.2-3
2-3
M
1-4

Wedaesday

BOWLING GREEN at Toledo 8pm
Miami at Western
Kent at Ohio
Saturday
Ohio 86. BOWLING GREEN (4
Toledo 70. Western 52
Miami 68. Kent 56
Indiana State 85. Central 79. OT

John Arnold hits 35,
but Bill's romps, 89-77

1*

News Special

confident as the game progressed.
Synder said.
BG. now in the midst of a two-game
losing streak, is starting to catch the
concerned eye of coach Pat Haley, who
once again watched his team shoot less
than 40 per cent for the game
People take something away from
us and we become impatient." Haleysaid, referring to his teams poor
shooting. BG has tended to hurry its
shots when the opposition uses
different techniques.
"WHAT worries me now is our
inability to put the ball in the hoop."' he
said. "Maybe being impatient causes
us to lose our confidence I don't know,
you tell me what's wrong.''
Brian Scanlan led all scorers with 23
points. The Bobcats' George Green
wound up the game as the leading
rebounder with 17

second to the Chicago Track Club's entry with a time of 7:36.2-three seconds
short of a BG record. It was also twotenths of a second short of the time
needed to qualify for the NCAA Indoor
Championships.
Split times for the two-mile relay
team were 1:55 for Tom Preston:
1:54.8 for Rich Schnittker: 1:53.7 for
Craig Macdonald and I 52.5 for Olympian Dave w ot He
The sprint medley team of Don See.
Jerry Johnson. Ron Taylor and Bruce
Vermilyea took third with a time of
3:34.1. while Alliott finished sixth in
the mile run with a time of 4:17.4
WOTTLE AND MACDONALD also
ran in the San Francisco Examiner

Games on Friday night before
reporting to Ann Arbor.
Wottle. running the half-mile for the
first time this season, recorded a 1:53.1
and second place.
"That's still too short la distance)
for Dave. BG coach Mel Brodt said
"He'll be running longer distances
before too long."
In the mile. Macdonald ran a 4:10.2
for fifth place.
"What he needed was exposure, and
he got it Friday."' Brodt said. "He ran
well considering the slow track. He'll
be making improvement as time progresses."
BG runs in its first dual meet of the
season when it takes on Central Michigan Friday.

attempts from the field and five of six
from the free throw line for a gamehigh 35 points. He also had 17 rebounds
Arnold, a 6'5 freshman forward
from Findlay. was averaging 16 pointsper-outing for the BG JVs before
Saturday's contest. His 35 point effort
was an individual team-high this
season.
JTM PENIX. a former Falcon
basketball standout and the 1969-70
Mid-American Conference Player-ofthe-Year, led the Bill's scoring attack
with 23 points.
Mark Cartwright. the seven-foot
transfer from Maryland, ineligible for
BG varsity action this season, had 21
points and a game-high 21 rebounds
Other Bill's players in double figures
were Doug Grayson with 14 points and
Al Russ with 10.
Andre Richardson and Kevin Brake
contributed 15 and 12 points
respectively to the losing cause. Other
scorers for the Falcon JVs were Dave
Altman with nine points and Doug
Grayson with six.
The Falcon JVs' next game will be
tomorrow when they travel to Toledo
to meet the Rocket junior varsity
before the varsity contest.

